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Connectivity strategies to enhance the capacity of weight-bearing networks

T. M. Janaki* and Neelima Gupte†

Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai-600 036, India
~Received 31 October 2001; published 24 February 2003!

The connectivity properties of a weight-bearing network are exploited to enhance its capacity. We study a 2D
network of sites where the weight-bearing capacity of a given site depends on the capacities of the sites
connected to it in the layers above. The network consists of clusters, viz., a set of sites connected with each
other with the largest such collection of sites being denoted as the maximal cluster. New connections are made
between sites in successive layers using two distinct strategies. The key element of our strategies consists of
adding as many disjoint clusters as possible to the sites on the trunkT of the maximal cluster. In the first
strategy the reconnections start from the last layer upwards and stop when no new sites are added. In the
second case, the reconnections start from the top layer and go all the way down to the last layer. The new
networks can bear much higher weights than the original networks and have much lower failure rates. The first
strategy leads to a greater enhancement of stability, whereas the second leads to a greater enhancement of
capacity compared to the original networks. The original network used here is a typical example of the
branching hierarchical class. However, the application of strategies similar to ours can yield useful results in
other types of networks as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of networks has important applications in v
ied branches of science and technology, and has there
recently emerged as a widely researched area@1,2#. Net-
works of practical importance such as power grids, the in
net, traffic networks, cellular and metabolic networks, neu
and telephone networks have been extensively studied. M
of these networks have been identified to be scale-free
works @2,3#. The importance of small-world networks th
mediate between regular and random networks has also
recognized@1#. Studies of networks of dynamically evolvin
elements have been extensively used for pattern forma
studies@4#, and random graph networks have been used
study granular media@5#. The structure and connectivit
properties of such networks, as well as the weight-bea
and traffic handling capacities of their nodes have import
consequences for their performance and efficiency. In
case of many networks, it is relatively easy to change
connectivity properties of the structure, e.g., in the wo
wide web, where pages and links are created and destr
in every second, and neural synaptic connections are cre
and destroyed due to learning and aging processes.
therefore interesting to see whether the connectivity prop
ties of networks can be exploited to enhance their capac
and thereby their performance and efficiency. In this pa
we use connectivity properties to enhance the weight-bea
capacity of a network of weight-bearing sites.

II. THE NETWORK

The network is a 2D lattice where a site can be connec
to one, both, or none of its neighbors in the layer abo
while it has to be connected to exactly one of its neighbor
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the layer below. Since each site has two neighbors in
layer below, one of the two neighbors is randomly chosen
the connection. Thus for a given site in the layerD, the
choice of connection between its left and right neighbors
the D11th layer corresponds to two distinct realizations
the network. Also, a site has the capacity to bear a u
weight if it is not connected to any site in the layer abov
and can bear weightW11 if it is connected to sites whos
capacities add up toW, in the layer above. Therefore, th
capacityW( i D) of the i th site in theDth layer is given by

W~ i D!5 l ~ i l
D21 ,i D!W~ i l

D21!1 l ~ i r
D21 ,i D!W~ i r

D21!,

wherei l
D21 andi r

D21 are the left and the right neighbors ofi
in D21th layer. The quantityl ( i l

D21 ,i D) takes the value 0 if
there is no connection betweeni l

D21 and i D and 1 if a con-
nection exists. We show one realization of a network of
sites arranged in eight layers in Fig. 1. The connections
indicated by lines in the figure. The weight-bearing capac
of each site is indicated by the number in brackets below
site. This is theq(0,1) case of the Coppersmith model
granular media and is also a model for river networks@6,7#.
The injection and aggregation rule of river networks,

FIG. 1. A network ofM58 layers with 8 sites per layer.C2 is
the maximal cluster. The beaded line is the trunk of the maxim
cluster. The weight-bearing capacity of the trunk isWT564.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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which the flow at a site is the sum of injections over all si
upstream of it plus its own injection, gives rise to simil
structures. In this context, the capacity could be the reser
capacity at each site, with each site being considered cap
of holding all the water that comes into it from up-stream
well as it’s own injection.

The network consists of clusters, viz., a set of sites c
nected with each other with the largest such collection
sites being denoted as the maximal cluster. Typical clus
C1 ,C2 ,C3 ,C4 are seen in the realization of Fig. 1 withC2
being the maximal cluster. We look for connectivity stra
gies which enhance the weight-bearing capacity of the t
network. Our strategies involve connecting as many site
possible from various disjoint clusters to the trunk of t
maximal cluster. We then compare the maximal weig
bearing capacity, the manner of transmission of a wei
placed on an arbitrary site in the first layer of the lattice, a
the failure rate of transmissions of the original and the mo
fied lattices, where the failure rate of transmissions is defi
as the fraction of transmissions which reach a site that
neither take the weight transmitted to it, nor transmit it
neighboring sites. The technique used by us is extrem
successful in enhancing the capacity of the network, and
results in a substantial reduction in the failure rate of tra
missions. Our techniques are general and could yield sim
results in other network models as well.

The weight transmission in the network takes place alo
the connections between sites which serve as paths. Wh
site in the first layer of the network receives a weightW, it
retains an amount equal to its capacityW and transmits the
rest, i.e.,W2W, to the site it is connected to, in the lay
below. Hence the weight transmission is in the downw
direction and the sites involved in this process with th
connections constitute the path of transmission. LetP be one
such path andPD be the site onP in theDth layer. Then, the
excess weight at a sitePD in the Dth layer is given by

Wex~PD!5W2 (
K51

D

W~PK!.

If Wex(PD)<0, then the transmission ends at theDth layer
of the pathP and is considered to be successful. On the ot
hand, if Wex(PD).0, the weight is transferred toPD11.
Finally, if there is still excess weight left at theM th layer, it
is then transmitted to the corresponding site in the first la
and the second cycle of downward transmission begins
described above. This process of weight transmission,
fined as an avalanche, continues till either there is no ex
weight left, which is defined as a successful transmission
the receiving site is not able to transmit the excess to the
in the layer below. This occurs when it is connected to a
that has already received its share of the weight~i.e. satu-
rated its capacity! in the first cycle of transmission, thu
making further transmissions impossible. Such a transm
sion is said to have failed. The time taken for an avalanch
defined as the number of layers traversed by the weigh
the network.

To test for avalanches in our study, the weight to
placed on any site in the first layer is chosen to be the sum
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the weight-bearing capacities of sites along a path which
call the trunk of the maximal cluster~see beaded lines inC2
of Fig. 1!. Let the site on theDth layer of the trunk be
denoted byTD (D51, . . . ,M ), where theM th layer is the
last layer of the lattice. To obtain the sites of the trunk w
proceed as follows: We chooseTM as the site with the maxi-
mum capacity in theM th layer (T8 is the fourth site in the
eighth layer in Fig. 1!. Clearly,TM belongs to the maxima
cluster. Of its two neighbors in theM21th layer, we chose
the one which is connected toTM and denote it byTM21. If
both the sites are connected, then the one that lies on a
running through the entire height of the network is chosen
both lie on such paths, thenTM21 is chosen to be the site
with maximum capacity (T7 is the fifth site in layer 7 in Fig.
1!. We repeat this process till we reach the first layer a
obtain all theTD ,D51, . . . ,M . Let WT5(D51

M W(TD) be
the sum of the capacities of the sites of the trunk (WT564
for Fig. 1!. Clearly, a weight equal toWT can be transmitted
successfully in the network, if it is placed onT1, but may
result in transmission failure if placed at other sites in t
first layer. If a weightW5WT is placed on an arbitrary site
in the first layer of the network, the number of failed tran
missions for networks of sizesN550350, 75375, 100
3100, and 1503150 is given in the first column of Table I
We see that almost 50% of the transmissions result in failu

III. CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT STRATEGIES

We now look for ways to increase the weight-bearing c
pacities of the sites in the network. Our method consists
reconnecting a site on a given layer to a site of our choice
the layer below. The sites can be chosen in different wa
The reconnections are restricted to at most one per layer
the total number of connections kept constant. As any we
propagation or avalanche tends to take place along a
nected path, it is beneficial to make the new connection
the sites which lie on a path in a cluster, rather than to a
trary sites.

In the first strategy~strategy I!, we connect as many dis
joint clusters as possible to the sites on the trunkT of the
maximal cluster, so that the maximum number of sites
included in the cluster. Hence, we choose from the penu
mate layer a siteI M21, such that it does not belong to th
maximal cluster and whose degree is 3~i.e., it is connected
to three sites! ~the second site in the seventh layer in Fig.!.
We snap off its existing connection to the site in theM th
layer to reconnect it to the siteTM on the trunk. If there is
more than one such site, we chooseI M21 as the site, whose

TABLE I. The failure rates of weight transmission in the orig
nal and modified networks.

Network size Original Strategy I Strategy II

N550350 49.2% 8.3% 26.2%
N575375 48.5% 9.8% 27.2%
N51003100 49.7% 11.9% 23%
N51503150 51.9% 9.1% 25.5%
3-2
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shorter branch has the maximum capacity in the layer ab
On the other hand, if there are no such sites, then the
with maximum capacity and which does not belong to
maximal cluster is chosen for the reconnection. ThusW(TM)
gets enhanced by an amount equal toW(I M21). Similarly,
we choose siteI D in the Dth layer and connect it toTD11.
Therefore, the capacity enhancement is given byWenh(TD)
5W(TD)1(D8W(I D8),D85D,D21, . . .L, i.e., the sum
runs over all the sites chosen by strategy I in the previ
layers with the process coming to an end at the layerL when
we fail to add any new site to the maximal cluster.

As we connect as many disjoint clusters as possible to
maximal cluster, any site on the first layer gets connecte
the trunk at some layer. Therefore, these reconnect
achieve the dual objective of enhancing the weight-bea
capacities of the sites on the trunk as well as making
trunk accessible from any site on the first layer. Hence,
weight placed on the first layer reaches the trunk at so
layer, with which its enhanced capacity has a greater pr
ability of supporting the weight successfully than other pa
in the network. The enhancements obtained in the sum of
capacities of sites on the trunk of the maximal cluster, i
the new capacityWT

enh in modified networks of different
sizes averaged over 1000 realizations are listed in Tab
relative to the capacity of the original trunk. It is clear th
we obtain a huge enhancement in the weight-bearing cap
ties of the networks which increases with the size of
network, as expected. We plot the dependence of the perc
age increase in capacity against the number of layers in
3. It is clear from the plot that the increase in capac
DWT

enh' ln M. We also examine the stability of the new ne
works to weight transmission. The weightWT

enh is placed on

TABLE II. The enhancement in the weight-bearing capacities
trunks of the modified networks with respect to their original n
works.

Network size Original Strategy I Strategy II

N550350 100% 184.1% 548.65%
N575375 100% 209.08% 721.52%
N51003100 100% 232.65% 892.6%
N51503150 100% 257.025% 1129.40%

FIG. 2. A strategy I network. The linksl1, l2, and l3 are
reconnections to the last three sites on the trunk of the max
clusterC2. The new capacity of the trunkWT

enh5103.
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a randomly chosen site in the first layer and allowed
propagate. The failure rates of the modified networks of d
ferent sizes are listed in Table I. We find a substantial red
tion in the number of failed transmissions in the networ
modified by strategy I compared to the original network. T
failure rate drops from almost 50% in the original networ
to around 10% in the modified networks~see Table I!, while
the weight-bearing capacity increases substantially. This
duction is the result of the manner in which the reconn
tions are introduced. As we stop making the reconnecti
when we fail to add any new site to the maximal cluster,
reconnections are restricted to the lower layers only, leav
the upper layers undisturbed. Therefore, the weight has m
layers to traverse and distribute itself among the sites be
being forced onto the trunk in each cycle of its propagati
This increases the chances of its successful transmis
enormously. This strategy is therefore successful in incre
ing the stability as well as the weight-bearing capacity of
networks.

To enhance the weight-bearing capacity of the netw
further, a natural way would be to start the reconnectio
from the first layer onwards so that the capacities of the
on the trunk in the layer below and its subsequent sites
enhanced in every layer. This is strategy II. This strate
achieves maximum enhancement in the capacities of the
on the trunk as the reconnections are introduced from
first layer itself ~see Fig. 4!. Here, at every layerD, a site
which does not belong to the maximum cluster and wh
has the maximum capacity is chosen for the reconnec
and denoted byII D . Therefore, after the reconnection, th
new capacity of the sitesTD of the trunk is given by
Wenh(TD8)5W(TD8)1W(II D), where D852, . . . ,M , and
D5D821.Therefore,WT5(D51

M W(TD), gets enhanced, re
sulting in the maximum enhancement of the capacity of
trunk that can be achieved with the restriction of one rec
nection per layer. Note that each reconnection changes
capacities of the layer below and the new capacities hav
be taken into account before a new site is chosen for
reconnection in the next layer. While a similar change ta
place in the case of strategy I as well, the site chosen for

f
-

al

FIG. 3. Plot of increase in capacityDWT
enh ~dimensionless units!

versusM, the number of layers in the lattice sites for strategy
networks~logscale onx axis!.
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reconnection does not change as the reconnections start
the bottom layer upwards except for the fact that no rec
nections are made to sites which belong to clusters wh
have been reconnected to the maximal cluster at lower
ers. The increase in the sum of the weight-bearing capac
of the trunkT of the maximal cluster in the modified ne
works of different sizes relative to that of the unmodifi
networks, averaged over 1000 realizations is listed in Tab
This strategy gives the maximum enhancement that can
achieved with the restriction of one reconnection per lay
As before,DWT

enh being the percentage increase in capac
depends on the size of the network, however, it can be s
from Fig. 5 that the log-log plot ofDWT

enh versusM can be
fitted to a straight line, so thatDWT

enh'Ma, where a
'0.66.

We study the effect of this strategy on weight transm
sion when a weightW5WT

enh is placed on a randomly cho
sen site in the first layer. Similar to strategy I, any site on
first layer gets connected to the trunk at some layer. Thi
because if a sitei on the first layer remains unconnected
the trunk of the maximal cluster for some time, the capac
of a site on the path originating fromi becomes maximum in
some layer and gets reconnected to the the trunk. The sit
the maximal cluster are connected to the trunk at some la

FIG. 4. A strategy II network. The linksl1, l2, l3, l4, l5, and
l6 are reconnections to the trunk of the maximal clusterC2 from
the second layer onwards.WT

enh5144.

FIG. 5. Plot of increase in capacityDWT
enh ~dimensionless units!

versusM, the number of layers in the lattice sites, for strategy
networks~logscale onx andy axes!.
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Hence a weight placed on any site in the first layer reac
the trunk of the maximal cluster eventually through som
reconnection. Unlike strategy I, the weight reaches the tr
faster as the reconnections start from the first layer its
Hence, the weight does not traverse many layers be
reaching the trunk in a cycle of its propagation so that
number of possible new paths in each cycle is reduced. T
results in a significant decrease in the number of succes
transmissions compared to strategy I, though there is a
stantial increase over the stability of the original~see Table
I!. On the other hand, this strategy shows an enormous
crease in the weight-bearing capacity of the network, wh
strategy I leads to a lower failure rate@9#.

The probability distribution of avalanche durations f
strategy is shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 for an ensemble
2100 successful weight transmissions for a weightWT

enh

placed at a random site in the first layer for the origin

I

FIG. 6. The probability distributions of avalanche timest for
2100 realizations of the original networks. Data for lattice sizesN
550350 are indicated by plus signs,N51003100 by asterisks,
andN51503150 by squares. They axis is scaled byM, the num-
ber of layers. Thex axis ist/M which is the number of times a tes
weight cycles through the lattice layers. The same conventio
followed for different lattice sizes in Figs. 7 and 8.

FIG. 7. The probability distributions of avalanche timest for
2100 realizations of strategy I networks.
3-4
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lattice ~Fig. 6!, for strategy I distributions~Fig. 7! and for
strategy II distributions~Fig. 8!. No avalanches, wheret/M
,1, are seen as there are no paths with capacity greater
WT

enh in any of the three cases. The original networks ha
avalanches which can cycle thrice through the netwo
However, in the case of strategies I and II, no avalanche
length t/M.2 are seen as every site in the first layer g
eventually connected to the trunk and the weight in its s
ond cycle of propagation reaches a site on the trunk whe
can settle down or where transmission fails. The distributi
for networks of different sizes collapse on one another w
they are scaled by their respective number of layers for
three cases as can be seen in Figs. 6, 7, and 8@8#.

IV. DISCUSSION

A practical example of a situation where our ideas co
be applicable is that of grid computing on computers c
nected in a branching hierarchical manner with connecti
to a central backbone. A task dumped on any arbitrary co
puter at the first level finds its way to the central backbo
which contains computers of high computational capac
The task is distributed parallelly along the path with ea
computer on the path processing the task according to
available capacity. The original network is capable of ha
dling tasks of a certain magnitude without jamming the n
work. Given a task of a higher magnitude, our strateg
permit us to rerout our task along the network with suita
enhanced capacities at a few nodes so that the network
comes capable of handling the given task without jammi
We also note that since most networks have finite ext
once a task reaches the end of the network without findin
node with adequate capacity to handle it, it is useful to fin

FIG. 8. The probability distributions of avalanche timest for
2100 realizations of strategy II networks.
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simple rerouting which can find a new path where it mig
settle down rather than dumping the task. Recycling con
tutes such a simple rerouting. We note that once recyclin
done most weights or tasks settle down in less than th
cycles or find a node which fails, leading to the collapse
the network. Hence recycling is a worthwhile strategy
pursue.

Thus we have identified a set of strategies which enha
the weight-bearing capacity of a branching hierarchical n
work of weight-bearing sites. The capacity of the sites in
cluster increases according to the number of sites that
are connected above to them. The maximal cluster, wh
connects the largest number of sites contains the sites
paths which possess high weight-bearing capacities. Th
fore, strategies that connect as many sites as possible
disjoint clusters to the trunk of the maximal cluster succe
fully enhance the weight-bearing properties of the clus
Since the trunk of the maximal cluster can take lar
weights, the addition of extra connections to this result in
transferrence of the weight to the path which can bear it m
successfully, resulting in a drastic reduction of the failu
rate of the structure. The stability of the structure is th
greatly enhanced. The enhancement in the weight-bea
properties is largest for the strategy which connects to
trunk in the higher layers, on the other hand, the stability
enhanced by allowing avalanches to propagate for a few
ers before connecting to the main trunk. However, both st
egies result in enormous enhancements of the weight-bea
capacity and the stability over the original network. We no
that the improved properties of the new network are achie
by adding connections to the strongest sites in the netw
viz., the sites which belong to the trunk. We expect that t
feature will carry over to any network which contains sit
which are of significantly higher capacity than the avera
site in the network. It does not appear that the specific r
used by us for the addition of weight capacities is essen
for total capacity enhancement. We also note that sites wh
have more connections than others contribute more to ca
ity enhancement. This is a feature which has been note
other contexts e.g. it has been observed that search a
rithms which exploit high connectivity nodes function mo
effectively @10#. Our strategies have been tailored to enhan
the weight-bearing capacity of our network. However, th
could be exploited to enhance the information or traffic c
rying capacities of communication networks or to impro
navigability in networks@11#. We hope to examine some o
these issues in future work.
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